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The purpose of this paper is to extend the eonjecture stated in the paper
I5] te the lggarithmic case ai}d preve scme supporting evidences. [5] Cek-
jecture 1.2 pred[icts that biratiellally eqnivalent smooth projective varieties
have equivalent derived categories if and only if they have equivalent canon-
ieal divisors.
   According to the experience of the mmimal model theory, one has to deal
with siggulatr vatrieties ii}stead of eniy smooth vasrieties fer the clasgificatioxx ef
algebraic varieties. Moreever, we sheuld comsider not only varieties but also
pairs consisting of varieties and divisors on them. These pahrs are expectod
to have some milder singularities, the log terminal singularities.
   On the other hand, the theory of derived categories works well under
ghe smggthaess assumptieR ef the variety. The reasgR is ghat the glebal
dimensioR is finite oitly in the case ef smooth varieties.
   In this paper we shall comsider pairs of varieties and ({P-divisors which
have smooth }ocal coverings (Definition 2.1), and conjecture that, if there is
an equivalence of log canonical divisors between birationaily equivalent pairs,
theR theye ts an eqi}ivalegce ef derived cagegeries (Ccgjecture 2.2). We uete
that we need to eonsider the sheaves en the staÅíSgs assoeiated to the patrs
imstead of the usual sheaves on the varieties in order to have equivalences
of derived categories as already notices in [4]. This is a generalization of
the conjecture in [5], and includes the case comsidered in [21. We note that
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   In g3, we consider the problem on recovering the variety from the cate-
gory. We prove that some basic birational invariants related to the canonical
divisors can be recovered from the derived category (Theorem 3.1). In partic-
ular, we prove the converse statement of the conjecture. On the other hand,
we remark that the variety itself can be reconstructed from the category of
coherent sheaves (Theorem 3.2).
   In g4, we coRsider the toroidal vatrieties aud preve that the conjecture
helds iR #his case (Theoreii} 4.2). This is a geReraiizatioR ef [4] Thegrem 5.2.
  We cegclude gke paper with a remark eR the relatieRship with the geA-
cemmutative geometry in PrepositieR 4.5. We maybe need the mcduli the-
oretic interpretation of the log crepant maps in order to deal with the con-
jecture in the difficult general case.
   The author would 1ike to thank Yong-bin Ruan, Tom Bridgeland, Andrei
Caldararu and Kenji Matsuki for usefu1 discussions,
2 Derived equivalence conjecture
We sha31 eensider pairs of verieties with Qdiyisers which have lecal cgveriRgs
by smegth vayieties:
Definition 2.1. Let X be a normal variety, and B an effective Ql-divisor on
X whose coeMcients belong to the standard set {1 - 1/n;n E N}. Assume
the following condition.
   (*) There exists a quasi-finite and surjective morphism T : U - X from
a smooth variety, which may be reducible, such that rr"(Kx + B) = Ku.
  Let R = (U xx UTbe the normalization of the fiber product. Then the
pro3ections pi : R --" U are etale for i = 1, 2, because there is Ro ramification
divisgr fgy pi.
  We de6ge the associated Delign&Murkferd stack X as a functer
X : (Sch) . (Gronpoid)
where (Sch) is the category of schemes and (Groupmd) is the category of
groupoids, categories themselves whose morphisms axe only isomorphisms.
The functor ,V is the sheaf with respect to the etaJe topology which is asso-
ciated to the presheaf X' : (Sch) . (Croupofd) defined in the following way.
For any scheme B, an object of the category `V'(B) is an element of the set
U(B) = Kga}(B, U), and a morphism ef the category X'(B) is an element ef
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the set R(B) st Hom(B,R). For a morphism f : B' . B, we have a funetor
f" : X'(B) -o X'(B') given by f" : U(B) -. U(B') and f' : R(B) . R(IB').
  The sheafifieatien proce$s correspends to ShaS of the refuemeBt of the
global atlas U, so that the stack X does not depend on the Åëhoice of the
covering T : U -• X but only on the pair (X, B).
Conjecture 2.2. Let (X, B) and (Y, C) be pairs of auasi-pro2'ective varieties
with Q-diwisers 2i!hich satistw the cenditien (O in Definition 2.f, and iet
`V and Y be the associated stacks. Assume that there are proper birational
morphtsms p : W -" X and v : VV . Y from a third variety W such that
rd(Kx +B) = u'(Ky +C), Then there extsts an equivalence as trianguiated
categories Db(Coh(X)) - Db(Ceh(Y)).
  The pairrs considered in the conjecture are very special kind of !og terminal
pairs. But our assumption is sifficiently general in dimension 2:
Propo$ition 2.3. (1? Let (X, B) be a pair which satis;ties the condition ("?
in Definitien 2.f. Then the pair (X,B) ts leg terminai.
   (2? Let X be a normal surface, and B an effective Q-diviser oR X whose
coefiicients belong to the standard set {1 - 1/n; n E N}. Assume that the pair
(X,B) is tog teminal. Then the pair satisfies the condition (*) in Defini-
tien 2.1.
Examp!e 2.4. (1) Let X = C2!Zs(1,3), and f : Y - X the minimal
resolution. Then f'Kx = Ky + g(Ci + C2) for the exceptional divisors
Ci and e2; f is log crepant as a morphism from (Y, i(Ci + C2)) to (X,O).
Furrthermore, !et g : Z . Y be the b}ewiRg up at the peiut ye = Ci A C2.
Then g"(Ky+g(Ci+C2)) = Kz+i(C{+C5), where C• is the strict transform
of Ci fori = 1,2. Thus fog is log crepant as amorphism from (Z, S(C{+e6))
to (x, o).
  (2) Let X = C2, Di (i ---- 1,2) the coordinate curves, and f : Y- X the
weighted blowing up at the origin xo = Di n D2 with weight (1,2). Then Y
ha$ oite erdiRary dGuble pcint, and f'(Kx+g(Di+D2)) = Ky+g(Dfi+D5),
where D;• is the strict transform of Di ferixe 1,2. Thus f is log crepant as
a morphism from (Y, g(Dl + DS)) to (X, g(Di + D2))•
3 Recovery of varieties from categories
The variety cannot be recovered from the derived category, but the canonical
divisor can because the Serre imctor is categorical:
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Theorem 3.1. Let (X,B) and (Y,C) be pairs ofprojective varieties utth
Q-divisors which sattsfy the condition ('? in Definition 2.1, and let ,V and [Y
be the associated stacks, Assume that there is an eauivalence as triangulated
catepories:
               F : Db(Coh(X)) -. Db(Coh(Y)).
Then the fel;owing hetd;
  (f? dimX = dimY.
  (2? Kx +B (resp -(Kx +B)] ts nef if and only if Ky+C (resp.
-
(Ky +C)] is nef. Moreover, if thts is the case, then the numerical Kodaira
dimensions are equal
             u(X, th(Kx + B)) = u(Y, Å}(Ky + a)).
  (3? If Kx + B or -(Kx + B) is big, then there are birational morphisms
p : W . X and u : VV - Y from a third projective variety VV such that
pa'(Kx + B) = y"(Ky -l- C).
  (4] There is an iscmerphtsm of gig cangnicat rtngs as graded C-6Sge5ms
       (D He(X, .m(Kx + B).) - ({D He(Y, .m(Ky + C).).
  The variety can be recovered from the category of sheaves:
Theorem 3.2. Let (X,B) and (Y,C) be pairs ofprojective varieties utth
Q-divisors which satisfy the condition ('? in Definition 2.1, and let X and
P be the associated stacks. Assu7ne that there is an equivalence as abelian
categereies;
                   F : Cgh(X) - Ceh(Y).
Then there entsts an isomorphism f : X - Y such that f.B = C. Moreover,
ifX is smooth and B me O, then there exists an invertible sheaf L on Y such
that F is isomorphic to the functor f.L defined by f.n(a) = f.axL.
4 Toroidal case
We confum cur conjecture in the case of toroidal vurieties.
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Definition 4.1. Let X be a normal variety and B a reduced divisor. The
pair (X,B) is said to be toroidal if, for each x G X, there exists a toric
variety (P., Q.) with a point t, called a toric chart, such that the completion
(X.,B.) at x is isomorphic to the completion ((P.)t,(Q.)t) at t. A toroidal
pair is said to be quasi-smooth if it has only quotient singularities. Such a
pair always satisfies the condition (") in Definition 2.1.
   A morphism f : (X, B) -, (Y, C) of t6roidal pairs is $aid to be teroida; if,
fer any pcint x E X and any tcric chairt (Pg,Qg;Y) at y = f(x) E Y, theye
exists a tgric chait (P.,Q.;t) at x and a teric morpkism gx : (Px,Qx) .
                                                 AA
                                         A A. .(R,f,QP guch that st.(t) me t' and the completion f.:(X.,B.) - (Y,,C,)
is isomorphic to the completion (g" .), : ((P.),, (di.),) - ((Pg),,, (eg),,) under
the toric chart isomorphisms.
   A toroidal morphism f : (X,B) - (Y, C) is said to be a divisorial con-
traction if it is a projective birational morphism and such that the exceptional
locus is a prime divisor. A pair of toroidal morphisms ip : (X, B) . (Z, D)
and ip : (Y, C) - (Z, D) i$ said to be a jflip if they are projective biTational
morphisms such that the codimensions of their exceptional loci atre at least
2, the cempesite map (V)-i o Åë is Ret Em isgmgrphism, Emd that the relagive
Picard kumbers p(X/Z) and p(Y/Z) are equal to 1.
Theorem 4.2. Let X and Y be quasi-smooth toroidal varieties, B and C
be effective toroidal (C?-divisors on X and Y, respactively, whose coefiicients
are contained in the set {1 - 1/rlr E ZÅro}, and let X and )2 be smooth
Deligne-Mumford stacks associated to the pairs (X,B) and (Y,C), respec-
tively. Assume that one of the following holds.
   (1? X=Y and Kx +B) Ky +C.
   (2) There is a toroidal divi$evial contraction f : X --. Y such that C =:
f,B and
                     Kx + B ) f*ÅqK. + C).
   (3) There is a teroidal flip f:X-Z-Y such thatC = f.B and
                   rd(Kx + B) ) u'(Ky + C)
for common toroidal resolutions " : W - X andu : W •-• Y with f = uop-i,
   (4? There is a toroidal divisorial contraction f : Y --" X such that B =
f,C and
                     f'(Kx ÅÄ B) ) Ky + C.
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   Setting Z ww Y in the cases (1? ang (2? and Z =X in the case (42, get
)!V = (,Y xz )2r be the normalization of the fiber product with the natural
morphisms fl : )!V - X and il : )iV - )2. Then the functor
              F = p,il' : Db(coh(y)) - Db(Coh(,v)).
is jully faithful. Moreever, if the ineguality between the leg canonical divtsors
become an eguality, then F is an eguivalence of triangulated categories.
Corollary 4.3. Let X and Y be quasi-smooth projective toric varieties, let
B and C be effective totic Q-divisers on X and Y, respectively, whose coefii-
ciexts gre centained in the set {l-11rlr E ZÅre}, ang iet X andY 5e sfnooth
Deligne-Mumford stacks attached to the pairs (X, B) and (Y, C), respectivety.
Let f : X- --" Y be a toric proper birational map whieh is log crepant in the
sense that
g' (Kx + B) = h"(Ky + C)
for toric proper birational morphisms .thom a common toric variety g : Z - X
and h : Z - Y such that f ww hog-i. Then there is an equivalence of
triangulated categories
                 F : Db(Ceh(Y)) - Db(Ceh(iV)).
Remark 4.4. (1) We note that the Fourier-Mukai functors for both divisor
rial contractioms and fiips are of the same type consisting of pull-ba(iks and
push-downs. Indeed, divisoTial contractioms and flips are of the same kind of
operations ftem the view peiRt ef tke Mii}ima} Medel PregraiR gheggh they
loek very different geometrically.
   (2) In the $ituation of Theerem 4.2 (1), suppase that there is a third
Q-divisor D on X with standard coeMcients such that B h C ) D. Let Z
be the stack corresponding to the pair (X,P). Then there are fu11y faitltful
func#ers A ; D"(Coh(Z)) - D"(Coh(Y)), F2 : D"(Cch(Y)) - D"(Cgh(X))
and F3:D"(Coh(Z)) -ÅÄ D"(Coh(?V)) as proved there. B"t we have F3 9g
Fr2 o Fi in general.
   (3) Let X ww C2, B = Bi + B2 the union of the two coordinate 1ines,
f : Y - X the blowing up at the singular point Bi n B2 of B, and C :
B{ + B5 + C3 the uRigg ef the strict ti2msforms and the exeeptigkal divisor.
Let iY. and Y. be the stacks associated to the pairs (X, lb (Bi + B2)) and
(Y, til.7(Bl + B6) + hC3), respeetively. Since f"(Kx + ".(Bi + B2)) = Ky +
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eik(B{ + BS) + hC3, we have equivalences Åë. : Db(Coh(,V.)) . Db(Coh(Y.))
for each n by Theorem 4,2 (2). On the other hand, we have fully faithfu1
functors Wx,nn, : Db(Coh(Xn)) . Db(Coh(Xn,)) and Wy,nnt : Db(Coh(Yn)) -
Db(Coh(Y.t)) for n `: n' by Theorem 4.2 (1). We have to be carefu1 that the
following diagram is not commutative
                Db(Coh(Xn)) -9!'LÅr Db(Ceh(YnÅr)
                9x,n#it i$y,n"i
                Db(Coh(Xn,)) -Sli't-' Pb(Coh(Yn,))•
The reason is that the Serre functors, defined by using different invertible
sheaves, are not compatible.
   We conclude this paper with a remark on the non-commutative geometry
as in [9]. We consider the situation of Theorem 4,2 (3) under the additional
assumption that pa'(Kx + B) = y"(Ky + C).
   Akhough the set ef all invertible sheaves oR Y in the range (??) is ii}i}nite,
there are oaly fuitely many ismomerphism classes. Let Py be the direct sum
of these represeRtatives, and let Ay = Hgm(Py, Py) be the kon-ccmmutative
ring of endomorphisms. We denote by Mod(Ay) the abelian category of
finitely generated right Ay-modules.
Proposition 4.5. There is an equivalence of triangulated categories:
                  Db(Coh(Y)) !-Y Db(Mod(Ay)).
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